
Mersey T&O Registrar Teaching Feedback Summary 

Thank you for giving your time to organise and deliver a teaching session for Mersey T&O trainees.
Please find your feedback from the session detailed below:

Date: 29/06/2018
Topic: Paediatric upper limb

Number Attended: 20

Quantitative Feedback Scored from 0 (poor) to 5 (excellent)
Average Minimum Maximum

Overall Session Score: 4.8 3 5

Speaker 1: Mr M Nixon Presenter Knowlage: 4.9 4 5
Presentation Content: 4.8 3 5

Presentation Style: 4.7 2 5

Speaker 2: Presenter Knowlage: 5.0 5 5
Presentation Content: 5.0 5 5

Presentation Style: 5.0 5 5

Speaker 3: Presenter Knowlage: 5.0 5 5
Presentation Content: 5.0 5 5

Presentation Style: 5.0 5 5

Qualitative Feedback
What were the good points? What could be improved?

Excellent format: clinical cases with pre set questions. Ensured maximal inclusion of everyone. Nil

Excellent as always Cooler venue please
Great CBD format. Good cases. Area not often covered Hot room but got prior warning
Good format and very interactive. Room was too hot and difficult to find. 
Interactivity was the best part. Case based discussions were very helpful Maybe a venue with aircon
These were good cases but it was unstructured without information preceding it It was unreasonable to get us to be in that room given the temperature.
Excellent CBD style discussions, knowledgeable teacher and engaging.  Thanks a lot. Handouts.

Good group work Some more fans 
Very good. Covered very difficult topics Nothing really 
Case based discussions were excellent Will benefit from clinical cases as well
Excellent session, Mr Nixon was brilliant - the group cvs set up was really useful A room with windows
Covered in an interactive way. Required thought AIR CONDITIONING
Best teaching so far! Very enthusiastic, useful and clear teaching! Thank you Mr Nixon.
Great session Nothing 
Good cases It was too hot, AC is required 
Good session and productive discussion on cases. Venue was far too hot.
Groups None
Group sessions were a very nice way of covering the content. Welcome change . Through no fault of the organiser, but the room was just too hot, 

and sadly distracted from the session.
Good use of CBDs The room was too hot to concentrate.

If you would like further information please email the 58 society webmaster - David Hawkes (daveh_11@yahoo.co.uk) or Mohammed As-Sultany (msultany@doctors.org.uk)


